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ABSTRACT
In recent years, wavelet based algorithms have been
successful in different signal processing tasks. The
wavelet transform is a powerful tool because it manages
to represent both transient and stationary behaviours of
a signal with few transform coefficients. In this paper we
present new expansions and algorithms which improve
wavelet algorithms. First we focus on one dimensional
piecewise smooth signals and propose a new representa-
tion of these signals in terms of elements which we call
footprints. Then we consider two dimensional signals
and present a new directional wavelet transform, which
keeps the simplicity of the standard separable wavelet
transform but allows for more directionalities. Denois-
ing and compression algorithms based on footprints and
directional wavelets show interesting improvement over
traditional wavelet methods.
1 INTRODUCTION
The design of a complete or overcomplete expansion
that allows for compact representation of certain relevant
classes of signals is a central problem in signal/image
processing and its applications. Parsimonious represen-
tation of data is important for compression [1], further-
more, achieving a compact representation of a signal also
means intimate knowledge of the signal features and this
can be useful for many other tasks including denoising,
classification and interpolation.
The success of the wavelet transform is mainly due to
its ability to characterize certain classes of signals with
few transform coefficients. In particular, wavelets as time
frequency localized bases are particularly suited to rep-
resent piecewise smooth functions and this is in con-
trast with the Fourier bases, which are inadequate when
discontinuities are present. Although wavelets represent
piecewise smooth signals well, the wavelet coefficients
generated by discontinuities are dependent across scales.
Thus, it is possible to characterize them more efficiently.
We present a new way to represent piecewise smooth
signals in terms of objects which we call footprints and
which make up an overcomplete dictionary of elements.
The footprints dictionary is built from the wavelet trans-
form. Given a signal of interest, we first perform the
wavelet transform of this signal and then the wavelet co-
efficients are expressed in terms of footprints. The main
property of footprints is that they characterize efficiently
the singular structures of the signal, which usually carry
important information. By constructing the footprint ex-
pansion on the wavelet transform, we remove the de-
pendency across scales of the wavelet coefficients com-
pletely. Thus, by representing any discontinuity with the
combination of a few footprints, we can get a sparser rep-
resentation of the signal under consideration.
In two dimensions (2-D), the situation is much more
open. In fact, wavelets are not good at modelling piece-
wise smooth signals (where discontinuities are along
smooth curves). The two dimensional wavelet transform
is a separable transform given by the tensor-product of
two one dimensional (1-D) wavelets along the horizon-
tal and vertical direction. For this reason, this separa-
ble transform is good at isolating horizontal and vertical
edges, but it is not adequate at treating more complex dis-
continuities.
Non-separable approaches [2], in particular using di-
rectional filter banks [3, 4], have been investigated, show-
ing the potential of truly non-separable methods. Such
methods come at a price in terms of design and computa-
tional complexity. Some separable approached have been
made in [5] but not on discrete spaces.
In our work, we wish to retain the simplicity of the
separable wavelet transform while realizing some of the
potential of non-separable schemes. We do this by in-
troducing a directional wavelet transform that acts much
like a standard separable transform but allows more direc-
tionalities. This is done by introducing digital directions
that partition the discrete plane. Along these directions,
it is then possible to apply the wavelet transform or the
footprint expansion. Many useful properties are again in-
herited from the one-dimensional case.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section
is dedicated to one dimensional signals. We introduce
the footprint expansion and develop footprint based al-
gorithms for compression and denoising of piecewise
smooth signals. Section 3 focuses on two-dimensional
signals. We define digital directions and the associated
partitions of

. We also show how directional elements
in an image are treated by separable directional trans-
forms. In Section 4, we present numerical results for
both one dimensional and two dimensional signals. We
conclude in Section 5.
2 REPRESENTATION OF 1-D SIGNALS
We start by studying one dimensional signals and then
we move to the two-dimensional case. In the next section,
we demonstrate a decomposition of a piecewise smooth
signal into a piecewise polynomial signal and a regular
residual (Theorem 1). We then introduce the notion of
footprints and present footprint based algorithms for de-
noising and compression.
2.1 Signal models
We consider 1-D piecewise smooth signals, that is, sig-
nals which are made of smooth pieces. For example, we
define a piecewise smooth function 
	 ,   with
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pieces, as follows
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cause many signals encountered in practice can be well
modeled as piecewise smooth. There is also another set
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polynomials of maximum degree G .
Despite their simplicity, piecewise polynomial sig-
nals represent an important tool to characterize the non-
stationary behaviour of piecewise smooth functions. It
follows [7]
Theorem 1 Given is a piecewise smooth signal 
	' de-
fined as in Eq. (1), that is, with pieces of Lipschitz regu-
larity 9 . Then, there exists a piecewise polynomial signal
;H	' with pieces of maximum degree IJLK9NM such that
the difference signal OQPR	ST
	'VUW;H	' is uniformly
Lipschitz 9 over  : .
Theorem 1 indicates a practical way to deal with piece-
wise smooth signals. It shows that any piecewise smooth
signal 
	' can be expressed as the sum of a piecewise
polynomial signal and a residual which is uniformly Lip-
schitz 9 . That is

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Now, since the residual is regular, it can be well repre-
sented with wavelets (the wavelet decomposition of O P 	'
results in small coefficients with fast decay across scales).
1For a definition of Lipschitz regularity refer to [6].
Therefore, the only elements we need to analyse are dis-
continuities in the piecewise polynomial function and, in
particular, the dependency across scales of the wavelet
coefficients generated by these piecewise polynomial dis-
continuities.2 In the next section, we present a new way to
express discontinuities in piecewise polynomial signals.
Together, with Theorem 1, this will lead to efficient algo-
rithms to represent piecewise smooth signals. Although,
we could perform this analysis in continuous time, we
concentrate on the discrete-time case. This is because
our final target is to develop efficient algorithms that act
on discrete-time signals.
2.2 Wavelet Footprints: Theory
We move from continuous-time to discrete-time sig-
nals and introduce the notion of footprints which are
scale-space vectors containing all the wavelet coefficients
generated by particular polynomial discontinuities.3 We
show that any piecewise polynomial discontinuity is
specified by the linear combination of a few footprints,
and that footprints can be interpreted as an overcomplete
expansion with good approximation properties.
Consider, first, a piecewise constant signal X7 YZ , Y[
 :\]U
ﬂ
 with only one discontinuity at position ^ . Con-
sider a _ level wavelet decomposition of this signal with
a Haar wavelet:
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the Haar wavelet has one vanishing moment and finite
support, the non-zero wavelet coefficients of this decom-
position are only in the cone of influence of ^ . Thus Eq.
(3) becomes
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depend only on the amplitude of the discontinuity at ^ .
Thus, if one defines a vector which contains all of them,
one can specify any other step discontinuity at ^ by mul-
tiplying this vector by the right factor. This consideration
leads to the following definition:
Definition 1 Given a piecewise constant signal X with
only one discontinuity at position ^ , we call footprint 7~ %fw
the norm one scale-space vector obtained by gathering
together all the wavelet coefficients in the cone of influ-
ence of ^ and then imposing E
~
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w
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ﬂ
.
Expressed in the wavelet basis, this footprint can be
written as 
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X7 YZ with a step discontinuity at ^ can be represented in
2For simplicity, we call piecewise polynomial discontinuity a singu-
larity between two polynomials.
3In continuous time, one can define footprints equivalently, but they
are of infinite dimension and so of little computational value.
4Note that we are assuming  to be a power of 2.
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instance, the signal XH YZ in Eq. (3) becomes
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coefficients of X located at the same scale-space posi-
tions of the coefficients of 
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w
. The above discussion
can be repeated for any other step discontinuity at dif-
ferent locations. For each location  we have a differ-
ent footprint 
~
%f
g
. Now, given the complete dictionary
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express any piecewise constant signal in terms of the ele-
ments of this dictionary and of the scaling functions.
The notion of footprints can be easily generalized to
the case of piecewise polynomial signals (for more de-
tails refer to [7]). In this case, it can be shown that the
wavelet coefficients in the cone of influence of a polyno-
mial discontinuity at location ^ have only G ﬀ=ﬂ degrees
of freedom ( G is the maximum degree of any polynomial
in the signal). Thus, one can characterize this disconti-
nuity using G
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To characterize any polynomial discontinuity, we need a
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\ footprints. With this dictionary of foot-
prints and with the scaling functions, we can represent
any piecewise polynomial signal. In particular, a piece-
wise polynomial signal X with

discontinuities at loca-
tions ^ 6 x^  D0DFf^ ! is given by
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Footprints are orthogonal to the scaling functions. Foot-
prints related to the same locations are orthogonal too
(see Eq. (4)). But footprints related to close discon-
tinuities are biorthogonal. In particular, we have that
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is the length of the wavelet filter. Thus, the orthogo-
nality of footprints depend on the number _ of wavelet
decomposition level. Now, assume that we know the
discontinuity locations and call ^¨§ e 6 x^¨§ the two clos-
est discontinuities in (5). If _ is chosen such that _]
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footprints related to locations ^ 6 f^  D0DFf^ ! are orthogo-
nal. In the next section, we present an iterative denois-
ing algorithm where the number _ is chosen adaptively
according to the distance between discontinuities. In this
way, there are no biorthogonal footprints to represent that
signal. It is also of interest to note that footprints manage
to provide a sparser representation of piecewise polyno-
mial signals than the wavelet transform. Moreover, when
_©0ªl«

\ , footprints form an unconditional basis for
piecewise polynomial signals. That is, any linear com-
bination of footprints gives a signal which is piecewise
polynomial [7].
2.3 Wavelet Footprints: Applications
We focus on two main applications for which wavelets
are successful, namely denoising and compression. We
present alternative algorithms based on the footprint ex-
pansion and show that these methods can further improve
wavelet based algorithms. The main characteristic of the
footprint methods is that they can deal more efficiently
with discontinuities.
2.3.1 Denoising
The term denoising usually refers to the removal of
noise from a corrupted signal. In the typical problem for-
mulation, the original signal X has been corrupted by ad-
ditive noise. One observes
h
 YZ*=XH YZ
ﬀ­
 YZ where
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are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero
mean Gaussian variables with variance ®  and the origi-
nal signal is deterministic and independent of the noise.
The goal of the denoising algorithm is to obtain an es-
timate ¯X of the original signal which minimizes a risk
function, usually the mean square error °¡±X²U³¯X

 .
The wavelet based denoising algorithm introduced by
Donoho and Johnstone [8] simply shrinks the wavelet co-
efficients. That is, it sets all wavelet coefficients smaller
than a threshold to zero and keeps the coefficients above
the threshold (hard thresholding) or shrinks them by a
fixed amount (soft thresholding). The threshold is usu-
ally set to ﬃ=®R´ |
©0µ\ , where \ is the size of the sig-
nal [8]. A limit of this approach is that it does not exploit
the dependency across scales of the wavelet coefficients.
Thus, to overcome this limit, we apply a threshold in the
footprint domain rather than in the wavelet domain. Do-
ing so, we better exploit the dependency of the wavelet
coefficients across scales. As a matter of fact, denoising
in the footprint domain is equivalent to applying a vec-
tor threshold in the wavelet domain rather than a scalar
threshold as in the usual methods.
Assume that X7 YZ is piecewise polynomial. We can ex-
press piecewise polynomial signals in terms of footprints,
thus our denoising system attempts to estimate this foot-
print representation from the observed noisy version
h
 YZ .
For simplicity let us focus on piecewise constant sig-
nals. We first perform an estimation of the discontinu-
ity locations and then we estimate the values of the foot-
prints coefficients 9
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#
. The discontinuity locations are
estimated in the following way:
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that there is a discontinuity at location ^ .  is the
universal threshold ( =ﬃ®<¼ 	q|
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Now, we have a set of estimated discontinuity locations:
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. The problem is that, due to the noise, this
estimation can have errors. Thus, this problem must be
considered in the next step where the footprints coeffi-
cients are evaluated.
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5. Iterate step 3-4 on the residue until condition (6) is
not verified anymore.
6. Once condition (6) is not verified anymore, remove
the two discontinuity locations ¯^ a e 6 , ¯^ a . If the set of
remaining discontinuity locations is not empty, find
a new decomposition level _  and go to step 2. Oth-
erwise, if all discontinuities have been considered,
stop.
Finally, the estimated signal ¯X is:
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where î is the total number of iterations and Ì %Í 
h
.
First, notice that, since the footprints 
~
%f
w
ë in Eq. (7)
are obtained taking a wavelet transform with _Sﬃ©Fª¨«  \
decomposition level, then we are sure that the estimated
signal ¯X is piecewise constant as X . This is an important
first order derivative.
property, because in this way we are sure that the esti-
mated signal does not present artifact around discontinu-
ities (pseudo-Gibbs effect). This algorithm can be easily
generalized to the case of piecewise polynomial signals
and, thus, we do not detail this generalization here.
Now, assume that the original signal XH YZ is piece-
wise smooth. In this case, we use a two step denois-
ing algorithm. First, we estimate the piecewise poly-
nomial behaviour of X using this footprints based algo-
rithm. Then we use the standard thresholding method
based on the wavelet transform to denoise the residual
OÊ YZ&
h
 YZ{U¯XH YZ .
Denoising in the wavelet domain suffers from the lack
of shift invariance of the wavelet basis. One way to over-
come this limitation is to use a denoising method called
cycle-spinning [9]. For a range of shifts, cycle spinning
shifts the noisy signal, denoises each shifted version and,
finally, unshift and average the denoised signals. Since
footprints suffer from the same lack of shift invariance as
wavelets, one can use the idea of cycle spinning to reduce
this shift dependency. The only difference between cycle
spinning with wavelets and cycle spinning with footprints
is that, in this second case, each shifted version of the sig-
nal is denoised with footprints rather than wavelets.
In Section 4, we consider both methods (denoising
with footprints and cycle spinning with footprints) and
compare them with the equivalent wavelet based algo-
rithms.
2.3.2 Compression
Wavelets are widely used in compression. The reason
is that wavelets have very good approximation properties
for representing certain classes of signals like piecewise
smooth signals. While good approximation properties are
necessary for good compression, it might not be enough.
In compression, one has to consider the costs correspond-
ing to indexing and compressing the retained elements in
the approximation and independent coding of these coef-
ficients might be inefficient [10].
Consider a piecewise smooth signal defined as in Eq.
(1), that is, a function with pieces that are 9 -Lipschitz
regular and with a finite number of discontinuities. It was
shown in [11] that standard wavelet based schemes such
as zerotrees [12] can achieve the following distortion-rate
performance:
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are the bits used to quantize
the wavelet coefficients generated by the discontinuities,
while
Ì
ð are the bits used to code the wavelet coefficients
corresponding to the smooth parts of the signal. Now,
suppose that the signal is piecewise polynomial. Then
the wavelet coefficients related to the smooth parts of the
signal are exactly zero, and so there is no need to use
any bits to code them. The distortion of a wavelet based
scheme becomes
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However, a direct approach to compression of piecewise
polynomial signals, based on an oracle telling us where
discontinuities÷ are, will lead to G²	 Ì ½ï
mø
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 .ùô
[13]
and such behaviour is achievable using dynamic pro-
gramming [13]. This large gap between ideal perfor-
mance given by the scheme based on dynamic program-
ming and wavelet performance is mainly due to the inde-
pendent coding of the wavelet coefficients across scales.
Statistical modeling [14] of such dependencies can im-
prove the constants in (9), but going from ´ Ì to Ì in
the exponent requires taking the deterministic behaviour
of wavelet coefficients across scales at singularities into
account. This is well done using footprints, which thus
close the gap with the ideal performance [7]
Theorem 2 Consider piecewise polynomial signals with
polynomials of maximum degree G and no more than
 discontinuities. A coder, which represents these sig-
nals in the footprints basis and which scalar quantizes
the discontinuity locations and the footprint coefficients
achieves
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Thus, this theorem shows that, in case of piecewise poly-
nomial signals, footprints significantly improve perfor-
mance of wavelet coders. Footprints can be used for
piecewise smooth signals too. Theorem 1 shows that a
piecewise smooth signal can be separated into two con-
tributions a piecewise polynomial part ;H YZ and a resid-
ual OÊ YZ which is regular ( 9 -Lipschitz over ü ). Now, ;7 YZ
can be compressed with footprints and this coder achieves
(10). The residual OÊ YZ can be compressed with any other
coder which achieves [11]
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It is worth noticing that, because of the regularity of O YZ ,
the performance in (11) can be achieved with a simple
coder based on linear approximation of O YZ in a wavelet
or Fourier basis [11]. Combining (10) and (11) shows that
a two stage compression algorithm based on footprints
and on linear approximation of the residual achieves
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Comparing (8) and (12), we can seen that this coder does
not change the asymptotics of the distortion-rate function
of wavelet coders ( þ
m@ý
Ìe*
P
ð ). But, by coding the dis-
continuities efficiently, this coder reaches the asymptotic
behaviour more rapidly. Finally, notice that, for this last
performance, the underlying assumption is that the en-
coder knows in advance the signal to code, in this way it
can separate the polynomial and the smooth parts of the
signal. In the experimental results, we will show that a
realistic encoder can obtain similar performance without
knowing the signal characteristics in advance.
3 EXTENSIONS TO 2-D SIGNALS
In this section, we briefly outline, possible extensions
of the previous results to the case of 2-D signals. Re-
call that our target is to keep the simplicity of separable
transforms while realizing some of the potential of non-
separable transforms. We define digital directions and as-
sociated partitions of  and also show, with an illustra-
tive example, how directional elements in an image are
treated by a separable directional transforms.
A line in ü

is a simple object, but its equivalent in
V
is a bit more complicated, as well known in raster
graphics for example. We define a digital line of angle ß
as a one-dimensional set of pixels approximately along a
line of angle ß . In addition, the digital line and its shifts
along orthogonal direction have to tile 

. While there
are many solutions to this problem, a simple and tractable
one is to use the analytical definition of a discrete line
[15]. The line is determined by its slope and shift by the
following equation:
h
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where ^±=2Y?	'ß2 represents the slope and belongs to the
range  ï]^öï
ﬂ
, and   represents the real-valued shift
parameter. The definition of a discrete approximation of a
line insures that each pixel belongs exactly to one line for
a chosen slope. Lines with slopes out of the range may
be obtained by symmetry, rotating and flipping vertically
the space. This gives access to a wealth of directions in
V
.
Now, the standard separable wavelet transform simply
consists of two transforms along the horizontal and verti-
cal directions. This only permits the characterization and
compression of phenomena along those two directions.
In our approach, one is free to choose any of the digi-
tal directions given by Eq. (13) and to apply the wavelet
transform (or any other one dimensional transform such
as footprints) along that direction. Moreover, the pro-
cess can be iterated and at each iteration one can choose a
new direction. Thus, building multi-resolution decompo-
sitions along multiple directions permits characterization
and compression of phenomena other than just horizon-
tal and vertical ones, as in the standard separable wavelet
transform.
a) b) c)
Figure 1: A simple object and its standard and directional
transform; (a) Original image, (b) standard, horizontal-vertical
transform, 1 step, (c) 3-direction transform, 1 step.
Figure 1 conceptually shows this. Figure 1(b) shows
the one level wavelet decomposition of the image given
in Figure 1(a) with the standard separable wavelet trans-
form. In this case we have four channels and only hori-
zontal and vertical directions are efficiently isolated. Fig-
ure 1(c) depicts a one level wavelet decomposition of the
same image but with wavelets transforms taken along
three different directions. This second approach does
isolate the different directions, as well as combinations
thereof, and this in an intuitive way.
4 SIMULATION RESULTS
4.1 Denoising with footprints
In this case, we consider only piecewise polynomial
signals. In Table 4.1, we compare the performance of
our denoising systems with a classical hard thresholding
algorithm [8] and cycle-spinning [9]. In this experiment,
we consider piecewise linear signals with no more than
three discontinuities. The performance is analysed in
function of the size \ of the signal. The table clearly
shows that denoising with footprints outperforms the
hard thresholding system, while cycle-spinning with
footprints outperform traditional cycle-spinning. In
Figure 2, we show an example of the denoising algorithm
on a piecewise linear signal. We can see that signals
denoised with footprints present better visual quality
since they do not suffer from pseudo-Gibbs effects.
N 64 128 256 512
Footprints 16.2dB 18.5dB 19.8dB 22.1dB
Hard thresholding 12.9dB 15.2dB 16.6dB 19dB
Cycle spinning 16.3dB 18.6dB 20.3dB 22.9dB
Cycle-spin footprints 17.1dB 19.6dB 21dB 23.6dB
Table 4.1. Denoising of piecewise linear signals with no more than
three discontinuities.
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Figure 2: SNR results. a) Original Signal. b) Noisy Sig-
nal (13.8dB). c) Hard Th. (16.4dB). d) Subsampled Footprints
(19.3dB). e) Cycle Spin. (18.9dB). f) Non-Subsampled Foot-
prints (20.9dB).
4.2 Compression with footprints
In Theorem 2, we have shown that in case of piecewise
polynomial signals, a footprint based coder can achieve
the ideal rate-distortion performance. That is, it has the
correct rate of decay of the R-D function. Now, we are in-
terested in a numerical confirmation of this theorem. We
consider piecewise constant signals with no more than
five discontinuities. The signal has size \ T|
6
%
and
the discontinuity locations are uniformly distributed over
the interval  x\U
ﬂ
 . The footprint coder operates as
in Theorem 2, that is, it scalar quantizes the footprint
coefficients and the discontinuity locations. Bits are al-
located with a reverse waterfilling strategy. In Figure 3,
we compare the rate-distortion performance of this foot-
print coder against the ideal bound and the ideal perfor-
mance of a wavelet based coder. We can see that the
behaviour of the footprint coder is consistent with the
theory, since it has the same rate of decay as the ideal
distortion function. Finally, we consider a piecewise
smooth signal. The compression operates in the follow-
ing way. With a denoising-like algorithm, we estimate
the piecewise polynomial behaviour underlying the signal
and compress it with footprints. The residual is assumed
regular and it is compressed in a wavelet basis. That is,
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Figure 3: Theoretical and experimental D/R curves. Dashed-
dotted: theoretical wavelet performance, dashed: empirical
footprint performance, line: ideal performance.
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Figure 4: Compression of a piecewise smooth function.
the first ^ coefficients of the wavelet decomposition are
quantized, while the others are set to zero (linear approx-
imation). The allocation of the bits between the piecewise
polynomial signal and the residual and the number ^ of
wavelet coefficients that are quantized is chosen off-line,
using some a-priori knowledge of the signal. In Figure 4,
we show an example of the performance of the proposed
compression scheme and compare it with a 1-D version
of SPIHT [16]. The signal to compress is given by the
union of smooth pieces. In this example, our system out-
performs SPIHT by more than 4dB. Since SPIHT is more
suited to compress 2-D signals, this comparison is only
indicative. However, it shows that a compression system
based on footprints can outperform traditional wavelet
methods also in the case of piecewise smooth signals.
4.3 Denoising of images with directional
wavelets
In images, the standard denoising process is usually
done by thresholding the coefficients obtained by the
wavelet transform along horizontal and vertical direc-
tions. For this reason traditional denoising algorithms
do not manage to catch most of the two-dimensional in-
terdependencies present in images. However, such an
approach has the main advantage of simplicity. In our
method we retain this simplicity, but we manage to better
exploit the two-dimensional characteristics of an image.
Our algorithm is in spirit similar to cycle-spinning.
We consider several different directions. For each di-
rection, we apply the corresponding directional wavelet
transform and hard-threshold the wavelet coefficients.
We then invert the wavelet transform to obtain a denoised
version of the image. Finally, we average all this different
denoised versions to obtain the final image.
Figure 5 shows an example of denoising of the image
’Cameraman’. The original image is affected by addi-
tive Gaussian noise and both methods are applied. We
can see that the new method which uses, in this case,
twenty different directions largely outperforms the stan-
dard method.
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 5: The image ’Cameraman’. (a) Original image, (b)
noised version (  ìWÐ
å
	
 ), (c) denoised by the standard
method (  ì = 20.54dB), (d) denoised by the new method
(  ì = 25.04dB).
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented new ways to repre-
sent signals and images. First, we have introduced the
notion of footprints and have shown that footprints pro-
vide sparse representations of piecewise smooth signals.
This is useful in several signal processing tasks and nu-
merical simulations confirm that footprints outperform
wavelet methods in several applications. We have then
proposed a simple yet effective way to represent 2-D sig-
nals, that is, images. Our new method calculates separa-
ble wavelet transform along sets of different directions.
Such an approach takes into account two-dimensional in-
terdependencies among discontinuities in images better
than the standard method. Application of the new method
is possible in various areas of image processing and good
results have been shown in denoising.
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